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www.Tiny Introduction.com (note: this is not a hyperlink!)
Have you ever thought what might be an enjoyable and authentic way that students
could express themselves, be creative, be able to revise easily, and better prepare
them for 21st century job skills? Please consider having your students becoming
bloggers!!!

So What is a Blog?
The word “blog” is short for “weblog.” Typically, a blog is an electronic journal or
diary displayed in reverse chronological order. Blogs allow one to create an
electronic entry that incorporates different mediums such as text, video, and sound.
Personal blogs can be highly creative describing the interests and thoughts of
individuals in a myriad of ways through the use of audio, text, picture or video. Blogs
could be shared or kept private.
Corporate or business blogs share events or information about businesses and also
do this through combination of text, video, photo, and audio. These types of blogs
are also instrumental for marketing means.
Genre blogs are those that focus on a particular element. For example, blogs could
focus on politics, religion, literature, philosophy, mechanics, and so on. One could
create a blog on any particular interest.

Just check mine out!
http://pasturesandthoughts.blogspot.com/

Below are articles or resources that define what a blog is in greater detail:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blog
http://www.problogger.net/archives/2005/02/05/what‐is‐a‐blog/
http://www.pbs.org/teachers/learning.now/2006/05/what_exactly_is_a_blog_any
way.html
A little video on what a blog is.
http://www.commoncraft.com/blogs

How Does a Blog Differ from Traditional Writing?
Traditional Writing: A Solo Act!!!
Traditional writing differs in many ways from blogging. Most notably, that
traditional writing tends to be static in nature. Traditional writing tends to be fixed
and not change over the course of time. Moreover, traditional writing is intended for
a small audience. Generally, if traditional writing were done in the classroom then
the audience it is written for would most likely be the teacher. In this sense
traditional writing tends to be a more narrow form of communication. Since
audience is limited many students may feel at a loss at the purpose of writing.
Traditional writing may be a source of frustration for students who do not enjoy the
tedious nature of revision of multiple drafts of a paper to have the teacher be the
only person to read it. It goes back to the question of the value of writing if your
audience is only one person. Due to the narrow scope of audience traditional writing
is more of a monologue, closed, and perhaps only a thesis.

Blogging: A Kind of Digital Ant Colony!
Blogging at its best functions like an ant colony in which ants communicate
chemically with each other and create a truly connective language: a synthesis of
communication. In the blogosphere, individuals are connected through the web of
thought and dialogue is sustained architecturally and inherently in blogs.
Communication is not just between two. Communication is interconnectedness with
various points of entries and interpretations. Unlike ants bloggers are informed
through following the course and trails of digital thoughts and links. Writing
through the use of a blog is open in the sense that it is never finished through other
bloggers commenting on the posts of others and this in return creates new posts.
Blogs are open in scope of audience because a blogger could choose to share his or
her work with the world. This is true communication of ideas. Revision is simpler
through the use of editing features on a blog and more important with the use of
blogs because one is accountable not just to one individual, a group, or a teacher,
but instead the world.

How could a blog be used in the
classroom?
Consider the following suggestions if students were allowed to create their own
blogs!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a blog about blogging
Portfolio of best writing or growth in writing
Express opinions on topics being studied
Create a personal learning space about a certain subject being studied
Portfolio of biographical sketches
Reflections on problems and solutions
A place to have group discussions

Here are some ideas/examples for some of the core disciplines at a school! The
potential of blogs being used in the class are only limited by a lack of creativity!

Subject
Math

Idea
•

•

Science

•
•

Presenting and
solving a word
problem
Recall of math facts
and ideas

Scientific method
Cell biology

Blog Application
• Teacher could
create a blog
displaying the
word problem.
Students could
explain how to
solve the problem
and address other
student
misconceptions.
• Students could
create electronic
math journals
reflecting on what
they have learned
and have linked
examples.
• Students could
create electronic
journals of
experiments and

•

Language Arts

•
•

Persuasive Essay
Reading
comprehension

•

•

History

•
•

Discussing the
Holocaust.
Analysis of
Historical
personalities

•

•

record findings.
Students could
post images of cells
and what they
could be compared
to.
Students could
create blogs to post
essay and ask for
cool and warm
feedback.
Students in a group
could create a blog
or post on a certain
book and have a
literature circle.
Students could
comment and
share feelings for
discussion on a
blog
Students could
create a reflective
blog discussing the
merits and
comparing and
contrasting
different historical
personalities.

As a teacher I like to see actual student work. Below are
examples of how I used blogs in the classroom as well as other
teachers I know:
As an anticipatory set for a unit!
http://venividivicihumanities.blogspot.com/2009/07/africa‐initial‐
thoughts.html#comments
As a reflection piece for student teachers
http://calsmscommonstrategies.blogspot.com/2009/07/do‐nows.html#comments
As a reflection piece to close a unit
http://thepoweroftheearlyhumans.blogspot.com/2009/11/power‐of‐early‐
humans.html#comments
To provide an assignment and a place to check‐in
http://profilingthemiddleeast.blogspot.com/2010/02/gilgamesh‐
assignment.html#comments
http://sciencecomestolife.blogspot.com/2009/07/how‐have‐you‐encountered‐
science‐in.html#comments
Anticipatory Set and Discussion Choice
http://profilingthemiddleeast.blogspot.com/2010/01/understanding‐middle‐
east.html
http://bodysystems‐sharelinks.blogspot.com/
Discussion with Student Leader
http://cells‐alive.blogspot.com/2010/02/cells‐are‐alive.html#comments
Examples of student blogs as a writing and learning space
http://school‐facts‐joseph.blogspot.com/
http://malleysspectacularblog2.blogspot.com/
http://kennyscaptivatingblog‐fzxcf.blogspot.com/
http://andrewminasblog.blogspot.com/

A

After my brief presentation, I hope you have
been inspired to think of ways you could use
blogs in your class?
Let’s conclude with Will Richardson. Check
out this video below on his thoughts on blogs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_5F_zcO
J3o
If you have questions on blogging please
write them in my blog made just for you
down below:D
http://questionsforjoe.blogspot.com/2010/0
3/questions‐on‐blogging.html
Thoughts

Resources
Recommended blogs to use
www.blogger.com
www.tumblr.com/
http://www.21classes.com/
http://edublogs.org/
http://www.ning.com/
www.wordpress.org

Articles about blogging for further reading
http://www.techlearning.com/article/4750
http://www.pbs.org/teachers/learning.now/2006/05/what_exactly_is_a_blog_any
way.html
http://www.rediff.com/netguide/2003/jun/12media.htm
http://weblogg‐ed.com/2004/03/31/

Famous Bloggers in Education
http://novemberlearning.com/blog/ Alan November
http://weblogg‐ed.com/ Will Richardson
http://www.committedsardine.com/ Ian Jukes
http://suptfelix.blogspot.com/ Jeff Felix
http://thinking‐forward.typepad.com/ Joe Bruzzese
http://oedb.org/library/features/top‐100‐education‐blogs A list of
more bloggers in education with links.

